Effects of decoherence by wave packet separation on collective neutrino oscillations in dense neutrino gases are considered. We estimate the length of the wave packets of neutrinos produced in core collapse supernovae and the expected neutrino coherence length, and then proceed to consider the decoherence effects within the density matrix formalism of neutrino flavour transitions. First, we demonstrate that for neutrino oscillations in vacuum the decoherence effects are described by a damping term in the equation of motion of the density matrix of a neutrino as a whole (as contrasted to that of the fixed-momentum components of the neutrino density matrix). Next, we consider neutrino oscillations in ordinary matter and dense neutrino backgrounds, both in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes. In the latter case we study two specific models of adiabaticity violation -one with short-term and another with extended non-adiabaticity. It is demonstrated that, while in the adiabatic case a damping term is present in the equation of motion of the neutrino density matrix (just like in the vacuum oscillation case), no such term in general appears in the non-adiabatic regime.
Introduction
Neutrino oscillations in dense neutrino environments existing in the early Universe and at certain stages of supernova explosions may differ significantly from oscillations in vacuum or in ordinary matter. In dense neutrino backgrounds, coherent neutrino-neutrino interactions may strongly affect the flavour evolution of the neutrino system, leading to a variety of collective oscillation phenomena. These include synchronized oscillations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , bipolar oscillations [5, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , spectral splits and swaps [15] [16] [17] [18] and multiple spectral splits [19] . These phenomena have attracted a great deal of attention recently, see Refs. [20, 21] for reviews and extensive lists of literature.
Since in supernovae and in the early Universe neutrinos are produced at very high densities, their production processes are characterized by a high degree of space-time localization and, as a result, the wave packets (WPs) describing the states of produced neutrinos are very short in configuration space. In particular, in [22, 23] the estimate σ x ∼ 10 −11 cm was obtained for the spatial length of supernova neutrino WPs by considering the properties of the WPs of the electrons involved in the neutrino production. In Section 2.1 of this paper we arrive at a similar result, basing our estimate on different considerations. The WPs of different propagation eigenstates 1 composing a given produced flavour-eigenstate neutrino in general propagate with different group velocities. Therefore, very short neutrino WPs suggest that the packets of the individual propagation eigenstates would quickly separate in space, leading to decoherence and hence suppression of neutrino oscillations. Simple estimates of the coherence length of supernova neutrinos, i.e. the distance over which the WPs of their propagation eigenstate components fully separate, yield L coh ∼ 10 km [22] . One might therefore expect that decoherence by WP separation would significantly affect flavour transitions of supernova neutrinos, and, in particular, collective neutrino oscillations, which are expected to occur at a distance ∼ 100 km from the supernova's center. Numerical simulations show, however, that in reality the situation is more complex.
Decoherence effects on collective neutrino oscillations are very little studied, with most existing work focusing on understanding the evolution of neutrinos in the coherent regime. To our knowledge, the only papers that directly address the conditions under which coherence is lost are Refs. [8] and [24] . 2 In [8] it has been demonstrated that in a dense uniform and isotropic neutrino gas decoherence due to late-time dephasing of different neutrino momentum modes does not occur provided that the neutrino number density is high enough. As a result, synchronized neutrino oscillations that can take place in such a system are not destroyed by decoherence. In [8] an interpretation of this fact in terms of mode locking due to neutrino self-interaction was suggested; however, the WP picture of neutrino flavour transitions was not explicitly discussed. In Ref. [24] possible decoherence effects in dense neutrino gases (or their absence) were studied from the point of view of spatial separation of neutrino WPs, both in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes of neutrino flavour evolution. The results of [8] were confirmed from this standpoint; in addition, some ad hoc assumptions used in the analytic approach developed in [8] were shown to be redundant.
In the present paper we continue studies of the effects of decoherence by WP separation on collective neutrino oscillations in dense neutrino gases. Our goal is in particular to develop a spacetime picture of such decoherence effects, complementary to the more widely used momentum space approach, in which the neutrino ensemble is split into individual modes of fixed momentum. We address the question of whether WP separation can be described by effective evolution equations for the density matrix of a neutrino WP as a whole (rather than of its components for a given momentum or energy). We derive such effective equations and discuss in detail their domain of applicability. 3 We would like to emphasize here that our configuration-space approach to decoherence is effectively equivalent to the usual one based on the momentum-space considerations, provided that the momentum distributions of the individual neutrino states are properly taken into account. However, as we shall see, it allows new insights into the space-time development of decoherence.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we estimate the spatial length of the WPs of neutrinos produced in core collapse supernovae and discuss the neutrino coherence length with respect to WP separation. In Section 3 we derive and discuss equations of motion (EoMs) satisfied by the neutrino density matrix in dense matter and neutrino backgrounds. We start by reviewing the evolution equation for the neutrino state vector (Section 3.1), the neutrino density matrix in flavour space (Section 3.2) and the density matrix describing neutrino oscillations in vacuum for neutrinos described by Gaussian WPs (Section 3.3). In Section 3.3 we also derive the EoMs satisfied by the coordinate-averaged and un-averaged neutrino density matrices in vacuum and show that these equations essentially coincide, provided that in the latter case the total time derivative is understood as the Liouville operator. Moreover, we demonstrate that the evolution equation of the density matrix of a neutrino as a whole (as contrasted to the equations for fixed-momentum components of the density matrix), as well as that of the coordinate-space density matrix, explicitly contains a damping term which describes decoherence by WP separation. In Section 3.4 we consider the EoM for the neutrino density matrix in normal matter and dense neutrino backgrounds, both in the adiabatic (Section 3.4.1) and in the non-adiabatic (Section 3.4.2) regimes. For the latter, we consider two specific models of adiabaticity violation in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. We show that, just like for vacuum oscillations, the EoM of the neutrino density matrix in the adiabatic regime contains a damping term which leads to decoherence by WP separation at sufficiently late times. However, no such term in general appears in the non-adiabatic regime. We summarize and discuss our results in Section 4. In the Appendix we briefly review the flavour spin formalism for description of neutrino oscillations in dense neutrino backgrounds and derive within this formalism the expression for the non-adiabaticity parameter in the case of 2-flavour neutrino oscillations. We also give there an approximate analytic solution of the EoM for neutrino flavour spin vectors in the case of synchronized neutrino oscillations.
Supernova neutrino wave packets and the coherence length
An important parameter characterizing decoherence phenomena in neutrino propagation is the coherence length L coh . This is the distance traveled by neutrinos beyond which the WPs corre-sponding to different propagation eigenstates composing the produced neutrino flavour eigenstate separate by more than their spatial length σ x . Once this has happened, the neutrino WPs no longer overlap, and their coherence is lost. 4 To find the coherence length of supernova neutrinos, let us first estimate σ x .
The length of supernova neutrino WPs
In Refs. [22, 23] the length σ x of supernova neutrino WPs was estimated assuming that it is dominated by the length of the WPs of the charged leptons (mostly electrons and positrons) participating in the neutrino production process. However, as we show below, while this assumption is correct in the case of neutrino production in e + e − annihilation, it is actually not valid when neutrinos are produced in processes with participation of nucleons.
It has been demonstrated in [27, 28] that the length of the neutrino WP is determined by the spatial and temporal localization of the neutrino production process and is typically dominated by the latter. The temporal localization of neutrino production (i.e. the duration of the production process) is given by the overlap time σ t of the WPs of all particles taking part in the process. In ref. [27] it has been shown that this time can usually be estimated as
where v 1 and v 2 are the velocities of the particles with the shortest and next-to-shortest WPs in configuration space, and σ x2 is the spatial length of the next-to-shortest WP. This result has a very simple interpretation: since the production process requires the overlap of the WPs of all participating particles, it is over as soon as at least one of these WPs ceases to overlap with all the others. The time scale of neutrino production is therefore typically given by the interval during which the shortest WP "slides" along the second shortest one, which leads to the estimate in eq. (1). Note, however, that this result may need a modification if there is a longer WP which moves much faster than the shortest and the second shortest ones. We will discuss this point in more detail later on.
For neutrino production processes with participation of nucleons, the shortest and the second shortest WPs are those of the involved nucleons, and their lengths can be estimated as σ x1 ∼ σ x2 r 0 , where r 0 is the average distance between the nucleons in the medium. The relative velocities of the nucleons are of the order of their mean thermal velocityv. The parameters r 0 andv can be estimated from the relations
where ρ, n bar and T are the matter density, baryon number density and temperature at the neutrino production point, respectively, and m is the nucleon mass. This gives
4 Decoherence by WP separation can in principle be undone by neutrino detection if the individual detection processes are characterized by a sufficiently high energy resolution (i.e. are sufficiently delocalized in space and time) [26] . However, at least for terrestrial detection of neutrinos from a galactic supernova this would require unrealistically high energy resolution, and so we disregard this possibility.
For the length σ x of the neutrino WP we then find
where v g ≃ 1 is the mean group velocity of neutrino propagation eigenstates. At density ρ ∼ 10 12 g/cm 3 and temperature T ∼ 10 MeV, typical for the neutrino production region in a supernova, we have σ x 4.1 × 10 −12 cm .
Note that σ x depends only rather weakly on the matter density at neutrino production: for neutrinos produced close to the electron neutrino sphere, where ρ ∼ 5 × 10 10 g/cm 3 [29] , σ x is only about a factor of 2.7 larger than our estimate (5).
Eq. (1), on which the above estimates are based, has been obtained in [27] from a more general (but less transparent) relation under the assumptions that the velocities v 1 and v 2 are not nearly equal, and that the magnitudes of the velocities of other particles taking part in neutrino production are not vastly different from v 1 and v 2 . The latter condition is actually not satisfied for neutrino production in supernovae, as electrons are relativistic at temperatures T ∼ 10 MeV, while nucleons are non-relativistic. Let us therefore consider the effect of the electron WP on the duration of the neutrino production process.
It has been demonstrated in [22] that the length of the WPs of electrons participating in neutrino production in supernovae can be estimated as σ xe ≃ (4πα 2 n e ) −1/3 , where α is the fine structure constant and n e is the electron number density. For ρ ∼ 10 12 g/cm 3 and the electron fraction per baryon Y e ∼ 1/2, this gives σ xe ∼ 10 −11 cm, which is much larger than the lengths of the nucleon WPs. However, since electrons move much faster than nucleons, it is conceivable that the overlap time of the electron and nucleon WPs may be shorter than the nucleon-nucleon overlap time. The duration of the neutrino production process, and thus the length of the neutrino WP, would then be determined by the electron-nucleon overlap time. To see if this is indeed the case, let us compare electron-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon overlap times. For the ratio of these quantities we have
Thus, the overlap time of electron and nucleon WPs is typically larger than the nucleon-nucleon overlap time by about a factor of four or more. This means that the effect of the electron WPs on the temporal localization of the neutrino production processes with participation of nucleons (and therefore on the length of the WPs of produced neutrinos) is small. For Gaussian WPs its relative contribution to the length of neutrino WPs is suppressed by a factor e −8 ∼ 3 × 10 −4 . Neutrino interactions on the way from their birthplace in the supernova core to the neutrinosphere (from which they essentially stream out freely) do not increase the length of the neutrino WPs.
Interestingly, even though the considerations on which our estimate of σ x was based were quite different from those employed by Kersten and Smirnov in [22, 23] , numerically our result is rather close to theirs, σ x ∼ 10 −11 cm.
Coherence length of supernova neutrinos
Let us now turn to the coherence length of supernova neutrinos L coh . The propagation eigenstates ν i composing the initially produced flavour eigenstate neutrino in general move with different group velocities v gi ; as a result, after having traveled a distance
their WPs separate by a distance exceeding their length σ x and therefore cease to overlap. To find the coherence length L coh , one therefore needs to know, in addition to σ x , the difference of their group velocities ∆v g . The group velocities are well defined for the propagation eigenstates and are given by the derivatives of their energies with respect to momentum. Therefore,
where ∆E is the difference of the energies of the corresponding neutrino propagation eigenstates, i.e. the difference of the eigenvalues of the effective neutrino Hamiltonian. For relativistic neutrinos in vacuum (free propagation) this gives ∆v g ≃ ∆m 2 /(2p 2 ), where p is the neutrino momentum, and eq. (7) yields
It should be stressed that in a system with more than two neutrino flavours there is a separate coherence length L jk coh for each pair of propagation eigenstates ν j , ν k . It is the distance beyond which the WPs of ν j and ν k cease to overlap. Similarly, the quantities ∆v g , ∆E and ∆m 2 in eqs. (7), (8) and (9) should also carry indices jk. We have suppressed these indices to simplify the notation. Complete decoherence occurs when the distance L traveled by neutrinos satisfies L > max{L jk coh } for all pairs {j, k}; however, partial decoherence may also be of interest. For neutrino oscillations in a medium, one has to take into account that the effective neutrino Hamiltonian depends on the properties of the medium. Consider for definiteness the 2-flavour case, in which the effective Hamiltonian is a 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix
Its eigenvalues are
In this case
In particular, for neutrino oscillations in ordinary matter, one finds from the standard expression for the neutrino Hamiltonian H that [43] 
where G F is the Fermi constant, s 20 = sin 2θ 0 , and c 20 = cos 2θ 0 , with θ 0 being the leptonic mixing angle in vacuum. It is interesting to note that, when the density is such that √ 2G F n e c 20 = ∆m 2 /(2p), the quantity ∆v g /v g vanishes. For small values of the vacuum mixing angle θ 0 , the density required to satisfy this condition is very close to the one at the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) resonance, where √ 2G F n e = c 20 ∆m 2 /(2p). Note that for small θ 0 , the density interval where ∆v g /v g is suppressed is very narrow; outside this region the absolute value of the last factor on the right hand side of eq. (13) is of order one, i.e. |∆v g |/v g is of the same order of magnitude as ∆m 2 /(2p 2 ).
Consider next the case of 2-flavour oscillations in a dense uniform and isotropic neutrino gas. In this case it is convenient to study neutrino flavour evolution in the framework of the "flavour spin" formalism [30] . In this picture, for each neutrino mode ω = ∆m 2 /(2p), the traceless part of the neutrino density matrix in flavour space ρ(t, p) is written as a linear combination of the Pauli matrices. The coefficients of the Pauli matrices form a flavour spin vector P ω , whose evolution is a precession around the (in general time-dependent) Hamiltonian vector H ω . The latter, in turn, is formed by the coefficients of the expansion of the traceless part of the neutrino Hamiltonian in terms of the Pauli matrices (see the Appendix). The vectors H ω depend on the global flavour spin vector P , which is the sum of all the individual P ω . It is easy to show that in the 2-flavour case the difference of the eigenvalues of the effective neutrino Hamiltonian is ∆E = | H ω |, so that
Substituting here the expression for | H ω | from eq. (A9) yields
where µ = √ 2G F n ν , P = | P |, and P 0 is defined as P (t = 0). Note that the global flavour spin vector P is in general time dependent, and so are ∆v g and L coh . We did not indicate the time dependence in eq. (15) explicitly in order not to overload the notation. Just as in the case of oscillations in ordinary matter, the absolute value of the last factor on the right hand side of eq. (15) is typically of order unity except in a relatively narrow region around the point in the parameter space where ω − µP 0 c 20 = 0. 5 Thus, in most of the parameter space a simple estimate ∆v g /v g ≃ ∆m 2 /(2p 2 ) (and therefore the expression for L coh in eq. (9)) should be quite accurate, i.e. the quantities ∆v g and L coh are to a good approximation time independent.
It should be emphasized that the discussion of the coherence length in this section, strictly speaking, applies only to the oscillations in vacuum and to adiabatic flavour evolution in medium. In the non-adiabatic regime the very notion of the coherence length may lose its sense; we shall discuss this issue in more detail in Sections 3.4.4 and 4.
3 Equation of motion for neutrino density matrix
Evolution of the neutrino state vector
We start with considering the evolution of an individual neutrino in a background of other neutrinos and ordinary matter. The coordinate-space neutrino state vector |ν(t, x) can be Fourier-expanded as
where |ν(t, p) is the time-dependent state vector for a neutrino of a given momentum p. We will assume that |ν(t, p) satisfies the standard Schrödinger-like evolution equation
In the following we will often be using the matrix representation, where H p (t) is an N f × N f Hermitian matrix with N f being the number of neutrino flavours. Then in the flavour basis [30] 
Here M is the diagonal matrix of neutrino masses, U 0 is the leptonic mixing matrix in vacuum, V (t) is the matrix of potentials due to coherent forward scattering of neutrinos on ordinary matter, G F is the Fermi constant, ρ(t, p) andρ(t, p) are the density matrices of, respectively, neutrinos and antineutrinos of momentum p (to be discussed in more detail below), and v p is the velocity of neutrinos with momentum p. The last term on the right hand side of eq. (18) is due to coherent forward scattering of the test neutrino on background neutrinos. Note that the first term in (18) depends only on p = | p|. In isotropic matter and neutrino backgrounds, the same is true for the whole Hamiltonian; in particular, the last term in (18) reduces to
, where
and similarly forρ(t).
Let us introduce the neutrino propagation eigenstates and leptonic mixing matrix in medium. At any time t the Hamiltonian H p (t) can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation
where U (t) is the leptonic mixing matrix in medium and
Because of the time dependence of H p (t), its eigenstates and eigenvalues are also t-dependent; at a given t they are called instantaneous eigenstates and eigenvalues. 6 At any fixed instant of time the neutrino flavour states |ν α ( p) can be represented as linear superpositions of the propagation eigenstates |ν j (t, p) :
Since the mixing matrix in medium U (t) diagonalizes the p-dependent Hamiltonian H p (t), it is also p-dependent; we do not indicate this dependence explicitly to simplify the notation.
Let a neutrino be produced at a time t 0 in the flavour state α (α = e, µ or τ ). According to eq. (22) , its state vector can be written as a linear combination of the state vectors of the propagation eigenstates, so that
We will be assuming that the propagation eigenstates ν j composing the initially produced flavour state are described by WPs with momentum-space wave functions (momentum distribution amplitudes) f p j ( p), where p j is the centroid of the momentum distribution. For each p-component of the WP one can then write
where |ν 
For the amplitudes f p j ( p) we adopt the normalization condition
The momentum distribution is characterized by its effective width σ p . An example we will often be using below is the Gaussian WP:
The plane-wave limit is recovered for σ p → 0, which yields
, where V is the normalization volume.
Combining eqs. (23) and (24), we find for the initial state
The neutrino state vector |ν(t, p) at t > t 0 can then be found by solving the EoM (17) with the initial condition (28) . The coordinate space neutrino state vector in the WP picture is then obtained from eq. (16).
Let us now return to the neutrino flavour evolution equation. In non-uniform matter and neutrino backgrounds, the potentialV and the neutrino density matrix ρ should obviously depend also on the neutrino coordinate; then how can the coordinate-independent eqs. (17) and (18) be obtained? In deriving these equations, neutrinos are implicitly assumed to be essentially pointlike objects. For a pointlike neutrino moving along a classical trajectory x = x(t) its coordinate is fully determined by its propagation time, and one can considerV and ρ as functions of t only, rather than of (t, x). In other words, what matters is only the values ofV , ρ andρ at the point reached by the neutrino at time t.
The question remains, of course, as to how this can be reconciled with the fact that eqs. (17) and (18) are supposed to describe flavour evolution of neutrinos of definite momenta, which correspond to plane waves rather than to pointlike states. The answer is that these 'plane waves' should be considered as the limit of wave packets (WPs) when their momentum spread σ p , though still small compared to the momentum p, is nevertheless large compared to the inverse of the distances over whichV , ρ andρ vary significantly.
Let us discuss this point in more detail. Eqs. (17) and (18) (as well as the corresponding equations in the case of the usual MSW effect [31, 32] ) are usually obtained under the assumptions that neutrinos are relativistic and that the potentials they feel are small compared to the neutrino energy and vary little over spatial distances of the order of the neutrino de Broglie wavelength 1/p (see, e.g., [33, 34] ). When neutrinos are described by WPs of finite length, one has to add the conditions thatV and ρ vary little also over distances of the order of the spatial size of the neutrino WP σ x and over time scales of the order of the neutrino passage time ∼ σ x /v ν . Since usually σ x ∼ 1/σ p ≫ 1/p, these conditions are more stringent than the standard ones; still, for the potentialV they are satisfied very well for all cases of practical interest. As for the density matrices ρ andρ entering into eq. (18), in the case when neutrinos are described by WPs, their definition must include averaging over spatial volumes whose linear size is large compared to the length of the neutrino WP [35, 36] . Under this condition they also vary little over distances ∼ σ x and times ∼ σ x /v ν . Once the above conditions are satisfied, neutrinos can be described by finite-length WPs (for which x and t are independent variables), while their individual momentum components satisfy the EoM in eqs. (17) and (18).
Neutrino density matrix
A convenient quantity for discussing neutrino flavour evolution in dense media is the neutrino density operator (density matrix) in flavour space. The 1-particle density operator describing flavour transitions of an individual neutrino in a medium consisting in general of both ordinary matter and background neutrinos is defined aŝ
where the evolution of the state vector |ν a (t, x) is described by eqs. (16)- (18). We have introduced here the superscript a which labels the individual neutrinos (a = 1, ..., N , where N is the total number of neutrinos in the system). The density operator of the whole neutrino system, whose Fourier transform enters into the definition of the effective Hamiltonian H p (t) in eq. (18), is the sum of the 1-particle ones: 7
The density matrixρ(t, x) along with the evolution equation (17) and eqs. (16) and (18) describe the flavor content of the neutrino ensemble in the mean field approximation. If the overall neutrino spectrum correctly takes into account the spectra of the individual neutrino WPs, both the standard approach, in which the system is treated as an ensemble of neutrinos of well defined energies, and the wave packet approach result in the sameρ(t, x) and therefore describe the same physics.
The coordinate dependence of the neutrino density operatorρ(t, x) has two sources. First, the density operator of each individual neutrino has a non-trivial x-dependence because it corresponds to a finite-size WP. This type of coordinate dependence disappears when one averages the density operator over spatial volumes of a linear sizer ≫ σ x around each point x. (r should, however, be small compared to the distances over which the macroscopic characteristics of the medium change significantly). We shall refer to this type of averaging as coarse graining. The second source of x-dependence is related to the fact that the properties of the medium are in general coordinate dependent, and in particular different regions of space may be characterized by different concentration and different flavour composition of neutrinos. This type of coordinate dependence, which is the only one that survives upon coarse graining, is, however, absent in the case of uniform matter and neutrino backgrounds.
Likewise, also the momentum dependence of the neutrino density matrix has two sources. The first one is related to the fact that each individual neutrino is described by a WP characterized by a certain momentum distribution amplitude. The density matrix of the neutrino as a whole is obtained by integrating over its individual momentum modes. The resulting 1-particle density matrix will depend on the mean momentum of the neutrino state, which is given by the weighted average of the centroids of the momentum distributions of the propagation eigenstates composing the produced favour state:
The individual neutrino state vector (16) and the corresponding expression for the density matrix given in eq. (29) actually depend on this mean momentum. Therefore the summation over the index a should include the summation (integration) over the spectrum of the mean momenta p a .
What characterizes the state of the ath neutrino? Given the shape of its momentum-space wave function, each neutrino is characterized, in addition to the mean momentum discussed above, by its production time t a 0 , production coordinate x a 0 , and initial flavour α, as well as by the evolution time t. The latter no longer uniquely characterizes the state of the ath neutrino, which depends also on the initial conditions, which are different for different neutrinos. In non-uniform matter and neutrino backgrounds, the state vectors of different neutrinos will depend on their individual histories and will no longer be given by the solutions of the same evolution equation (17) -at a given time t the Hamiltonians H p (t) will be different for different neutrinos.
The situation is much simpler in the case of isotropic and uniform neutrino backgrounds. Isotropy means that the velocity terms in eq. (18) can be omitted and eq. (19) can be utilized. Uniformity means that it is sufficient to consider the coordinate-independent EoM (17), which for a given neutrino production time t a 0 fully determines the individual neutrino state. If all neutrinos are produced at the same time t 0 (as it is often assumed in toy models), then the density operators of the individual neutrinos are identical, and the density operator of the complete neutrino system is just given by the total neutrino number N times the 1-particle density operator. In reality, different neutrinos are usually produced at different times t a 0 , and therefore averaging of the 1-particle density operators over the production time has to be performed. We will discuss this issue in Section 3.4.3.
We shall now address the question if and when EoMs describing the evolution of the density operators of the individual neutrinos as wholes (rather than of their specific momentum components) can be found. Our goal, in particular, is to examine if such EoMs would exhibit terms responsible for the wave packet separation, thus facilitating studies of decoherence effects. We start with the simplest case of neutrino oscillations in vacuum.
Neutrino oscillations in vacuum
For oscillations in vacuum, the Hamiltonian of the neutrino system is given by just the first, time-independent, term on the right hand side of eq. (18) . The mixing matrix U in eq. (23) then coincides with the leptonic mixing matrix in vacuum U 0 , and the propagation eigenstates ν j coincide with the neutrino mass eigenstates. In this subsection we will deal only with 1-particle density matrices which are fully adequate to neutrino oscillations in vacuum.
Let a flavour eigenstate ν α be produced at t 0 = 0 and x 0 = 0. 8 The neutrino state vector at (t, x) can then be written as
where ψ j (t, x) is the coordinate-space wave function (wave packet) of the jth neutrino mass eigenstate. From eq. (29) it then follows that for neutrino oscillations in vacuum the 1-particle neutrino density matrix in the mass-eigenstate basis can be written as
We shall now assume for definiteness that the mass-eigenstate neutrinos constituting the produced flavour state are described in momentum space by Gaussian WPs of width σ p , see eq. (27) . Expanding the neutrino energies E j (p) = (p 2 + m 2 j ) 1/2 about the peak momenta p j and retaining only the first two terms in the expansion (which amounts to neglecting WP spreading effects), 9 one finds that the coordinate space WPs also have Gaussian form. For the density matrix in the mass eigenstate basis this yields [37] 
where
and similarly for E k , v k . Note that v j and v k are the group velocities of the jth and kth neutrino mass eigenstates, respectively.
In the realistic situations we are interested in, the density matrix is averaged over spatial volumes of a linear sizer that is small compared to the distances over which macroscopic characteristics of the system change significantly, but large compared to the size σ x of the individual neutrino WPs. Since the WP amplitude decreases very quickly at distances much greater than σ x from their center, one can formally extend the integration over the coordinate to infinity and consider the quantity
For the Gaussian WPs from eq. (34) we find
is the average group velocity of the states ν j and ν k . We did not indicate explicitly the j, k dependence of v g because for relativistic neutrinos this dependence is small and because v g enters into eq. (37) multiplied by | p j − p k |, which is small. Indeed, coherent production of flavour eigenstates is only possible for | p j − p k | ≪ σ p . Keeping the j, k dependence of v g would therefore introduce terms ≪ (∆m 2 /2E 2 )σ p t. At the same time, we keep the last term in the exponent in eq. (37) , which is of the order of (∆m 2 /2E 2 ) 2 σ 2 p t 2 because it can become important at sufficiently large times.
Next, we notice that for ultra-relativistic neutrinos
, and E is the average energy of ν j and ν k . Introducing the notationẼ
we can rewrite eq. (37) as
Differentiating this expression, we find the EoM satisfied by ρ jk (t):
Here
is the coherence length, i.e. the distance over which the WPs of different neutrino mass eigenstates separate by a distance of the order of their spatial length σ x . Eq. (41) resembles the standard evolution equation for the fixed-momentum components of the density matrix, except that the usual energies E j are replaced by the effective onesẼ j and that an extra term (the last term in the square brackets) appears. It should be stressed, however, that we are now considering the density matrix of the neutrino as a whole, which includes integration over all its momentum modes. It is easy to see that the extra term in (41) leads to damping with time of the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk (t), which is a consequence of the spatial separation of the WPs of different mass eigenstates. Note also that eq. (38) impliesẼ
which is just the quantity relevant for neutrino oscillations.
It is also interesting to study the EoM for the un-averaged density matrix ρ jk (t, x). From eq. (34) we obtain
Combining these two equations, we find
where we have used eq. (39) . Recall now that the total time derivative, when applied to a classical function of time, coordinate and momentum, can be written as the Liouville operator
If we replace here˙ x with the average group velocity v g and take into account that for free neutrinos (as well as for neutrinos experiencing only forward scattering) the neutrino momentum is conserved, we find that this operator formally coincides with the one acting on ρ jk (t, x) on the left hand side of (46). Modulo the identification of this operator with the total time derivative, eq. (46) would essentially coincide with eq. (41), i.e. the averaged and un-averaged density matrices would satisfy the same EoM. This fact is rather curious: strictly speaking, the Liouville operator is only applicable for pointlike particles moving along classical trajectories, so that x = x(t). But from our considerations it follows that it still applies to the case of particles represented by finite-size WPs, provided that their motion is described in terms of the average group velocity.
It is easy to show that our evolution equation (41) actually follows from the standard momentumspace EoM of the fixed-momentum components of the neutrino density matrix. (We shall demonstrate this in Section 3.4.1 in the more general case of neutrino propagation in medium in the adiabatic regime.) The advantage of eq. (41) for studying propagation decoherence is that it allows one to immediately see the effects of the spatial separation of the WPs of the different mass eigenstates, without integration over different neutrino momentum modes.
At this point, some comments are in order.
1. We have derived the EoM (41) for ρ jk simply by differentiating the already known solution.
Of course, if the solution is known, we do not need any EoM. Our point here was just to demonstrate that the fact that the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk decrease with time is reflected in the appearance of an extra term in the EoM, provided that we consider as our object of interest the density matrix of an individual neutrino as a whole, rather than the density matrices of its specific momentum modes. The density matrix for a neutrino ensemble can then be obtained by summing over all neutrinos in the ensemble.
2. The form of the damping term in eq. (41) depends on the assumed shape of the neutrino WPs. For example, for exponential rather than Gaussian shape of the coordinate-space neutrino WPs, 10 the extra term would have the form −1/L coh rather than −2t/L 2 coh , as in eq. (41) [25] . This leads to a dependence of the solutions of the neutrino evolution equation on the shape of the WPs at short and intermediate times; the solutions at asymptotically large times, however, exhibit vanishing off-diagonal elements of ρ jk whenever the damping term is present in the EoM, irrespectively of the exact form of this term.
3. The suppression with time of the off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix in the mass eigenstate basis ρ jk is the direct consequence of the fact that its elements with j = k contain products of the wave functions of the neutrino mass eigenstates propagating with different group velocities (see eq. (33)). Therefore, their overlap, which is maximal at neutrino production, decreases with time. This suppression, which can be immediately seen from the expression for the coordinate-integrated density matrix ρ(t) in eq. (37), is actually present in the un-integrated matrix (34) as well. This can be readily seen if we rewrite in the exponent of (34)
4. Physically, the reason for the suppression of ρ jk with j = k with time is the separation of the WPs corresponding to different propagation-eigenstate components of each neutrino. One might consequently expect this phenomenon to occur also in more general situationsfor neutrinos propagating in ordinary matter or in dense neutrino gases. As we shall see in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.4, this is indeed the case in the adiabatic neutrino propagation regime, but in general is not true when adiabaticity is violated.
Oscillations in normal matter and neutrino backgrounds
We now turn to neutrino oscillations in normal matter and dense neutrino environments in the WP picture. Let us first consider evolution of neutrinos of a given momentum p in the propagation eigenstate basis. 11 As was discussed in Section 3.1, the propagation eigenstates ν j are the instantaneous eigenstates of the Hamiltonian of the neutrino system H p (t), i.e. the states that diagonalize H p (t) at the time t. We shall be using the matrix representation (18) of the neutrino Hamiltonian, and the column vector Ψ, the elements of which are the probability amplitudes of finding the corresponding flavor eigenstate neutrino at time t, to describe the neutrino state. The element Ψ β of the vector Ψ is related to the state vector in the Hilbert space |ν(t, p) by
and similarly for |ν p and Ψ p describing the propagation eigenstates. Taking into account that the two bases are related by the leptonic mixing matrix U (t), we find from EoM (17) the neutrino evolution equation in the propagation eigenstate basis:
Here the diagonal matrix H d (t) was defined in eqs. (20) and (21), and we suppressed the dependence of the Hamiltonians on the neutrino momentum to simplify the notation.
Note that, unlike H d (t), the effective HamiltonianH(t) that governs the evolution of the propagation eigenstates is in general not diagonal because U † (t)U (t) is not. This is related to the fact that the Hamiltonian H(t) cannot be diagonalized by the same unitary transformation at all times. If, however, the properties of the medium vary slowly enough along the neutrino path, the neutrino system has enough time to 'adjust' itself to the changes of these properties. In this case the term U † (t)U (t) in (50) can be neglected, i.e. the system evolves adiabatically. The effective HamiltonianH(t) then essentially coincides with H d (t), i.e. is diagonal. This means that transitions between different propagation eigenstates are strongly suppressed, and they evolve independently of each other.
Adiabatic evolution
Let us first consider neutrino flavour evolution in normal matter and neutrino backgrounds in the adiabatic regime. Let a neutrino be produced at a time t 0 and coordinate x 0 in the flavour state α (α = e, µ or τ ). According to eq. (23), its state vector can be written as a linear combination of the state vectors of the propagation eigenstates. Consider now the time evolution of the produced neutrino state. In the adiabatic regime the propagation eigenstates evolve independently, and their time evolution is very simple -they just acquire phase factors:
This equation should be understood as follows. In general, the state to which |ν (0) j (t 0 , p) evolves as time advances from t 0 to t can be expanded in the basis of the eigenstates |ν (0) k (t, p) of the Hamiltonian H(t). In the adiabatic regime, this expansion contains only one term (with k = j), the expansion coefficient being the exponential factor in (51).
The evolved neutrino state can now be obtained by applying eq. (51) to (28) :
Substituting this into (16), we obtain
For the 1-particle neutrino density matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis we then obtain
Notice that the quantities U αj (t 0 ) and U αk (t 0 ) here implicitly depend on p and p ′ , respectively.
It is interesting to note that in the special case when the initially produced neutrino flavour state coincides at t = t 0 with one of the instantaneous propagation eigenstates, i.e. U αj (t 0 ) = δ αj , the off-diagonal elements of the propagation-basis density matrix ρ jk (t, x) vanish at all times. This, however, is only true in the adiabatic approximation.
Let us expand E j (t, p) and E k (t, p ′ ) in the integrand of eq. (55) near the peaks of the corresponding momentum distribution functions and keep only the first two terms in the expansion. 12 This yields
and similarly for E k (t) and v k (t). Note that v j (t) is the group velocity of the jth neutrino propagation eigenstate. In general, it is time-dependent in medium because so is the effective Hamiltonian H p (t). In the following, it will be convenient for us to introduce the mean group velocities v j (t) according to
Substituting the expansion (56) into eq. (55), we find
The higher-order terms are responsible for the spreading of the wave packets, which we neglect here.
Here the integration is performed over the shifted momenta q = p − p j and q ′ = p ′ − p k . We have also taken into account that the leptonic mixing matrix in medium U (t) varies little over momentum intervals comparable to the width σ p of the momentum distribution function f p j ( p); this allowed us to replace U * αj (t 0 ) and U αk (t 0 ) by their values taken, respectively, at p = p j and p ′ = p k and pull them out of the momentum integrals.
The integrals over momenta in (59) factorize, and we obtain
is the envelope function of the coordinate-space WP of ν j . In particular, for Gaussian momentumspace neutrino WPs (27) , the envelope functions are also Gaussian:
Let us now go to the averaged neutrino density matrix ρ(t) by integrating ρ(t, x) over spatial regions of linear sizer ≫ σ x around x, i.e. by performing coarse graining. As was discussed in Section 3.3, since the coordinate-space WPs quickly decrease at distances from their centers that are large compared with σ x , one can formally extend the integration over x to an infinite spatial volume. Eq. (60) then yields
where ρ jk (t) was defined in eq. (36) and
Note that, while ρ jk (t, x) corresponds to a pure state (i.e. its j-and k-dependence factorizes), this is not true for the spatially averaged quantity ρ jk (t). It is important to emphasize that, strictly speaking, the 'coarse-grained' quantity (63) depends solely on time only in the case of uniform ordinary matter and neutrino backgrounds; otherwise, it will also depend on the coordinate of the point around which the coarse graining withr ≫ σ x is performed. In what follows, we will concentrate on the case of uniform media, though, with minimal modifications, some of our results will apply to the case of non-uniform backgrounds as well.
Let us introduce the notation
Then we can rewrite eq. (64) as
and ρ jk (t) takes the form
Here, in analogy with eq. (39), we have defined
The envelope function g j ( z) is peaked at or close to the zero of its argument and decreases rapidly when the argument becomes larger than the spatial width of the WP σ x . The splitting of the arguments of g j and g * k in the integrand of (67) is ∆v(t)(t − t 0 ); when this splitting exceeds σ x (i.e., t − t 0 exceeds the coherence length), the overlap of g j and g * k gets suppressed, leading to the suppression of the off-diagonal elements of G jk (t).
Let us now find the EoM satisfied by ρ jk (t). From eq. (68) we obtaiṅ
where as usual dots denote time derivatives. The last term in eq. (70) describes the suppression with time of the off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis. In particular, for Gaussian WPs (62) we find
Eq. (70) then yieldsρ
where the coherence length is given by
Note that eq. (72) has a form similar to that in the case of vacuum oscillations, eq. (41) (where t 0 was set equal to zero). Interestingly, the expression for L coh (t) in eq. (73) contains, along with the difference of the mean velocities v j (t) − v k (t) , the difference of the instantaneous time-dependent velocities v k (t) − v k (t). It was pointed out in [43] that in the case of neutrino oscillations in ordinary matter this velocity difference changes its sign close to the MSW resonance, which may in principle lead to the complete or partial restoration of propagation coherence. In Section 2.2 of the present paper it was shown that a similar phenomenon takes place in the case of oscillations in dense neutrino backgrounds. This, however, happens in a very narrow region of parameter space, outside of which the time dependence of v j,k (t) is very weak and the difference between v j (t) − v k (t) and v k (t) − v k (t) essentially disappears (see Section 2.2). In this case the expression for L coh (t) in eq. (73) simplifies to
which is similar to eq. (42).
For future discussion and to compare our results with those obtained in the standard approach, 13 it will be convenient to express ρ jk (t) and the time derivatives of ρ jk (t, x) and ρ jk (t) also directly from eq. (55), taking the integral over the coordinates in the expression for ρ jk (t) anḋ ρ jk (t) before the momentum integrals. For ρ jk (t) we find
Differentiating (55) and (75) with respect to time yields, respectively,
Note that ρ jk (t) can be obtained either as the integral of ρ jk (t, x) over the coordinate or, equivalently, as the integral of its Fourier transform ρ jk (t, p) over momentum; it is then clear that the integrand in eq. (75) is just ρ jk (t, p). The integrand of eq. (77) therefore represents the right hand side of the standard EoM for the fixed-momentum components of the density matriẋ
written in the neutrino propagation-eigenstate basis. Indeed, in the adiabatic regime the HamiltonianH p (t) is diagonal in the propagation eigenstate basis, and the commutator in eq. (78) leads to the factor E j ( p) − E k ( p) in the integrand of eq. (77), whereas the rest of the integrand is just ρ jk (t, p). Although at first sight eq. (77) does not have a damping term leading to the suppression of the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk (t), such a damping is actually present there. Indeed, neutrino propagation decoherence can be described either in momentum space or in configuration space. In momentum space it stems from the dephasing of different neutrino modes at late times and is related to the fast oscillations of the integrand in the integral over the neutrino spectrum in (75). In configuration space decoherence is related to the spatial separation of the WPs of different propagation eigenstates after they have traveled long enough distance. The momentum space and configuration space descriptions are equivalent (see, e.g., [28] ). In the case we consider here, this follows from the fact that eq. (75) is equivalent to eq. (68), whose time derivative (70) contains the damping term ∝Ḟ jk /F jk .
Beyond the adiabatic approximation
Consider now non-adiabatic neutrino flavour evolution. It is important to note that, unlike for neutrino oscillations in ordinary matter, in dense neutrino environments adiabaticity violation may take place even in the case of constant neutrino density. This comes about because in this case the Hamiltonian of the system depends not only on the overall density of the neutrino gas, but also on its flavour composition, which changes with time.
If neutrino evolution is non-adiabatic, the evolution of different propagation eigenstates is not independent. This means that a propagation eigenstate ν i produced at a time t 0 will at a later time t become a linear superposition of different propagation eigenstates:
The matrix S ji (t, t 0 ; p) is the neutrino evolution matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis, i.e. the evolution matrix that solves eq. (50). It is related to the corresponding evolution matrix in the flavour basis S fl (t, t 0 ; p) by
Applying eq. (79) to (28), we obtain the evolved neutrino state vector in momentum space:
Following then the same steps as in Section 3.4.1, for the coordinate-averaged 1-particle neutrino density matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis we find
In the adiabatic limit, S ji (t, t 0 ; p) = e
δ ji , and we recover eq. (75).
It is important that, unlike in the adiabatic case, the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix (82) do not in general vanish when the initially produced neutrino state coincides with one of the instantaneous propagation eigenstates, i.e. when U αi (t 0 ) = δ αi . Indeed, in this case
and its j = k elements are obviously non-zero in the non-adiabatic case.
Let us now consider neutrino evolution in the non-adiabatic regime in more detail. An important point is that in the presence of neutrino self-interactions the Hamiltonian H(t) is in general complex (though is still, of course, Hermitian) even in the absence of fundamental CP violation. Indeed, as follows from eq. (18), H(t) depends on the neutrino density matrix ρ. Since the offdiagonal elements of ρ are in general complex, so is H(t).This, in particular, means that H(t) is diagonalized by a complex unitary transformation rather than by a real orthogonal one. This applies even to the 2-flavour case, in which in the absence of neutrino self-interactions the mixing matrix U contains no physical complex phases. Indeed, since the phase stemming from neutrinoneutrino interactions is time-dependent, it cannot be rotated away by a simple time-independent redefinition of one of the neutrino fields; therefore, it affects their time-dependent phase difference and hence the probabilities of the flavour transitions.
For simplicity, we will confine our consideration to the 2-flavour case. The unitary matrix U (t) diagonalizing H(t) can then be taken in the form
where c ≡ cos θ(t) and s ≡ sin θ(t). The angle θ(t) and the phase φ(t) can be expressed through the matrix elements of H(t):
Next, we recall that for the purposes of studying neutrino flavour transitions one can always choose H(t) to be traceless by using the transformation H(t) → H(t) − 
Let us now find the effective Hamiltonian in the propagation eigenstate basisH(t). From the definition ofH(t) in eq. (50) and eq. (84) we obtaiñ
As usual, the probability of transitions between different propagation eigenstates (i.e. the degree of adiabaticity violation) can be characterized by their mixing, i.e. by the modulus of the ratio of twice the off-diagonal element ofH(t) to the difference of its diagonal elements. The non-adiabaticity parameter is thus
For λ ≪ 1, transitions between the propagation eigenstates are strongly suppressed and they evolve practically independently, whereas for λ 1 strong transitions between them are possible.
The appearance ofφ in the expression for λ is easy to interpret in the framework of the flavour spin description of neutrino flavour transitions. As discussed in Section 2 and in the Appendix, for each ω-mode neutrino flavour evolution is described by the precession of the flavour spin vector P ω around the (in general time-dependent) Hamiltonian vector H ω . The angle between H ω and the 3rd axis in flavour space (the polar angle) is given by 2θ(t), whereas φ(t) is the azimuthal angle characterizing the direction of the projection of H ω on the 1-2 plane (see the Appendix).
Adiabaticity means that the flavour spin vectors P ω are fast precessing around their corresponding H ω , whereas the direction of each H ω changes relatively slowly in flavour space. In that case the flavour spins 'track' the motion of the H ω . For neutrino oscillations in ordinary matter the effective Hamiltonian H ω (t) is real, so that φ(t) ≡ 0. In that case the vector H ω (t) always lies in the 1-3 plane in flavour space, and its direction is fully characterized by the angle θ(t). With changing matter density the direction of H ω changes in the 1-3 plane with speed 2θ, and the adiabaticity is good when this speed is small compared to the angular velocity ∆ of precession of the flavour spin vector P ω around H ω . As a result, the (non)adiabaticity parameter is given by the standard expression λ = 2|θ|/|∆|.
In the case of oscillations in neutrino backgrounds, each vector H ω performs a 3-dimensional motion, and the speed of the change of its direction depends both onθ and on the angular velocitẏ φ of the rotation of the projection of H ω onto the 1-2 plane. Therefore, knowing justθ would not be sufficient to characterize the degree of adiabaticity violation during neutrino evolution. For example, for H ω precessing around the 3rd axis, the angle θ remains constant, while φ changes. Note that such a situation can be approximately realized for synchronized oscillations in dense uniform and isotropic neutrino gas. As shown in the Appendix, in this caseθ oscillates around zero or small average, taking both positive and negative values, whereasφ oscillates around a nonzero value, remaining for most of the parameter space sign-definite (see eqs. (A27) and (A28)). Therefore, the situation when θ ≃ const. while φ changes with time obtains forθ andφ averaged over their fast oscillations.
The evolution matrix of propagation eigenstates S ji (t, t 0 ; p) cannot be found in a model independent way. To find out if damping due to WP separation is operative in the non-adiabatic regime, we consider two illustrative models of adiabaticity violation.
A model with short-time non-adiabaticity
In this section we adopt the following simple model of adiabaticity violation: a spatially uniform and isotropic 2-flavour neutrino system in which neutrinos are produced in a flavour α at a time t 0 , propagate adiabatically until t 1 − ε, experience extremely non-adiabatic evolution during a short time interval [t 1 − ε, t 1 + ε], and then evolve again adiabatically until time t. 14 As follows from eq. (89), extreme non-adiabaticity means that during the interval [t 1 − ε, t 1 + ε] the condition
is satisfied. Barring possible fine-tunings, this requires, in particular, that during this interval either |φ| ≪ |θ|, or c 2 ≪ 1 (i.e. θ(t) ≃ π/4 = const. and so |θ|ε ≪ 1). In the rest of this subsection we will assume that the first of these two possibilities is realized, i.e.φ can be neglected; the second possibility can be considered quite analogously.
The eigenvalues and eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian H p (t) before and after the non-adiabatic transition may be drastically different. Let us denote
where θ(t 1 − ε) and θ(t 1 + ε) are the values of the in-medium mixing angle immediately before and immediately after the non-adiabatic transition. The evolution matrix for the propagation eigenstates can be written as
Here the rightmost, central and leftmost matrices describe, respectively, the adiabatic evolution in the interval [t 0 , t 1 − ε], extremely non-adiabatic evolution during [t 1 − ε, t 1 + ε], and then again the adiabatic evolution in the interval [t 1 + ε, t]. Direct calculation gives
Note that due to the smallness of ε one can actually set ε → 0 in the integration limits in (91), so that
Let us now concentrate on the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk (t). We will first consider the question of whether they exist and are damped with time when the initially produced neutrino state coincides with one of the instantaneous propagation eigenstates or when different neutrinos are produced at different times and so the averaging over t 0 has to be performed when going from the 1-particle neutrino density matrix to the complete one. Recall that in the adiabatic regime in both these cases the density matrix of the neutrino would have no off-diagonal terms in the propagation eigenstate basis.
Consider first the case when the flavour eigenstate ν α produced at t 0 coincides with one of the instantaneous propagation eigenstates, which we take to be ν 1 for definiteness, i.e. U αi (t 0 ) = δ α1 . Then eqs. (82) and (95) yield, for t > t 1 ,
Next, we assume that the produced flavour eigenstates do not coincide with one of the propagation eigenstates, but the production time t 0 of different neutrinos is different, and averaging over it results in the vanishing of the phase factors depending on t 0 . Then we obtain from (82)
where we have assumed ν α = ν e and used |U e1 (t 0 )| 2 = cos 2 θ(t 0 ), |U e2 (t 0 )| 2 = sin 2 θ(t 0 ). The bars over sin 2 (θ 0 ) and cos 2 (θ 0 ) in (97) denote averaging of these quantities over the production time t 0 .
Let us now discuss eqs. (96) and (97). We can see that in both considered cases (U αi (t 0 ) = δ αi or averaging over t 0 ) the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk (t) are non-zero. Moreover, the integration in the exponents in eqs. (96) and (97) is over the time interval [t 1 , t] rather than over the full time interval [t 0 , t]. This means that in both cases the off-diagonal elements of ρ jk (t) do not depend on the evolution of the system before the time t 1 . It can also be readily seen from eqs. (96) and (97) that these elements should exhibit the usual damping with time due to WP separation, but the damping will become important only for t − t 1 L coh rather than for t − t 0 L coh .
Thus, we have demonstrated that in the non-adiabatic regime the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis may be present and be damped with time due to WP separation even when no such off-diagonal elements are initially present (and therefore no WP separation is operative) in the case of pure adiabatic evolution.
A model with extended adiabaticity violation
The matrix S ji (t, t 0 ; p) can also be readily found in a model in which non-adiabatic transitions between propagation eigenstates proceed at a near constant pace. Let us elaborate on this. Let τ be the characteristic time over which the probability for the propagation eigenstates ν 1 and ν 2 to convert into each other takes its maximum value allowed by the degree of adiabaticity violation. We will be assuming that the matrix elements of the neutrino Hamiltonian in the propagation eigenstate basisH (88) change very little during this time interval. In this case we can consider them as approximately time-independent. Up to an irrelevant overall phase factor, we then obtain for the evolution matrix S ji (t, t 0 ; p)
In the considered case, transitions between the propagation eigenstates are oscillatory; the characteristic time τ mentioned above is then just half the oscillation period, τ = π/(2Ω). The maximal amplitude of the ν 1 ↔ ν 2 transitions is |2θ ± is 2φ |/(2Ω) = λ/ √ 1 + λ 2 , with λ being the nonadiabaticity parameter defined in eq. (89). Note that in the adiabatic limitθ =φ = 0 eqs. (98) and (99) yield S ji (t, t 0 ; p) = diag(e Let us now assume that the initially produced neutrino is a ν e and consider the general expression for the element ρ 12 (t) of the density matrix in the 2-flavour case. From eqs. (82) and (84) we have
Here we have taken into account that, since the neutrinos are produced at t = t 0 as flavour eigenstates, the phase φ(t 0 ) vanishes. Note that in the adiabatic limit the evolution matrix S ji (t, t 0 ; p) is diagonal, and only the second term in the curly brackets survives.
We shall now evaluate eq. (83) with the model (98) for the evolution matrix S(t, t 0 ; p). It will be convenient for us to introduce the angleθ which characterizes the mixing of the propagation eigenstates, and thus the adiabaticity violation. The non-adiabaticity parameter λ introduced in eq. (89) 
With this notation, we can rewrite eq. (98) as
For the off-diagonal element ρ 12 (t) of the density matrix in the propagation-eigenstate basis from eq. (83) we then find
where for simplicity we neglected the small difference between the momentum distribution amplitudes of the WPs of the two propagation eigenstates f p 2 ( p) and f p 1 ( p).
Next, we note that our current assumption of near-constant elements ofH(t) in eq. (88) actually implies that c ≡ cos θ and s ≡ sin θ are practically constant, so thatθ ≃ 0. Eq. (101) then gives ϕ ≃ 0, and from eqs. (83) and (102) we get
Notice that the assumption ϕ ≃ 0 adopted here actually implies |θ| ≪ s 2 |φ|, which is opposite to the condition used in Section 3.4.3. Thus, the model in this subsection is in a sense complementary to the one in Section 3.4.3.
We are interested in the question of whether the off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix in the propagation eigenstate basis get suppressed at late times. Consider therefore the regime of very large times, for which the elements of ρ jk take time-independent asymptotic values. It can be seen from eq. (105) that this corresponds to the averaging of the oscillating terms in the integrand of the momentum integral.
Indeed, the width of the momentum interval that contributes significantly to the integral in (105) is given by the width σ p of the momentum distribution functions f p i ( p). If the phase Φ = Ω(t − t 0 ) of the oscillating factors in (105) changes significantly over this interval, i.e. if
the Φ-dependent terms in (105) exhibit fast oscillations and can be replaced by their average values. Therefore the characteristic time after which the asymptotic regime sets in is
is the spatial length of the neutrino wave packet. In the adiabatic regime we have 2Ω = ∆, and t char essentially coincides with the adiabatic coherence length (L coh ) adiab ≡ |∂∆/∂ p | −1 σ x ; however, in the non-adiabatic case the characteristic time t char may differ significantly from the naive adiabatic coherence length (L coh ) adiab .
Consider now ρ 12 at asymptotically large times. Averaging the Φ-dependent oscillating factors, from eq. (105)) we find
Let us consider this expression in some limiting cases. In the adiabatic limit λ → 0 we haves 2 → 0 (no mixing between the propagation eigenstates) and, as expected, ρ 12 vanishes at asymptotically large times due to the WP separation. In the opposite, extremely non-adiabatic, limit λ → ∞, we haves 2 = 1, which corresponds to maximal mixing between the propagation eigenstates. In this case eq. (108) yields (ρ 12 ) as = s(t 0 )c(t 0 ), i.e. the asymptotic value of ρ 12 (t) coincides with its initial value at t = t 0 . The overlap of the WPs of the different propagation eigenstates does not reduce with time, i.e. no decoherence by WP separation occurs. In the intermediate case of a moderate adiabaticity violation, partial decoherence takes place.
These results can be readily understood. In the adiabatic limit (λ → 0), neutrino propagation eigenstates evolve independently and propagate with well defined group velocities, which are different for different eigenstates. Therefore, at asymptotically large times their overlap essentially vanishes, leading to vanishing off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix and complete decoherence.
In the opposite (extremely non-adiabatic) limit λ ≫ 1, the propagation eigenstates, though mathematically well defined at any given t, are strongly mixed and therefore are not a physically meaningful notion. Their group velocities are then not well defined either, and therefore no WP separation can occur. The WP describing the initially produced neutrino flavour eigenstate propagates as a single conglomerate, without separating into its different propagation-eigenstate components. To put it another way, on a time scale τ = π/(2Ω) which is short compared to the coherence length expected in the adiabatic regime, the propagation eigenstates convert into each other with maximal amplitude. Each swap interchanges the WPs and so flips the sign of their group velocity difference. As a result, the (small) separation of the WPs over one period τ is completely compensated after the next such period, and no noticeable wave packet separation ever occurs. Absence of WP separation in the extremely non-adiabatic regime means that no decoherence takes place. The off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix at asymptotic times coincide with their initial values at t = t 0 , in agreement with the conclusions drawn above from eq. (108).
In the case of moderate adiabaticity violation (λ ∼ 1), the mixing between the different propagation eigenstates is sizeable but not maximal. The shuffling of the propagation eigenstates still occurs, but with an amplitude smaller than one. Therefore, only a fraction of the faster eigenstate converts into the slower one and vice versa. As a result, at asymptotically large times the separation of WPs still occurs, but the strengths of the separated WPs are uneven: the probability of finding a neutrino in one of them is larger than in the other.
It should be stressed that the above discussion applies only to the case of continuous adiabaticity violation considered here; in the case when adiabaticity is strongly violated only during a short fraction of the overall neutrino evolution time, the situation is different, as illustrated by the sample model discussed in Section 3.4.3.
Summary and discussion
We have considered the effects of decoherence by WP separation on collective neutrino oscillations in dense neutrino backgrounds. In particular, we have studied in detail the question of whether decoherence effects can be described by an extra term in the evolution equation of the density matrix of a neutrino as a whole (as contrasted to the EoM of fixed-momentum components of the density matrix) or of the neutrino density matrix in coordinate space.
Propagation decoherence occurs when the WP separation distance exceeds their length. An important quantity characterizing decoherence effects is therefore the length of WPs of neutrinos produced e.g. in supernovae, where collective neutrino oscillations are expected to occur. We considered this issue in Section 2. Our estimates show that, for neutrinos produced in the processes with participation of nucleons (such as β-processes or neutrino bremsstrahlung in nucleon collisions), the length σ x of the neutrino WPs is dominated by the overlap time of the nucleon WPs and is typically 4 × 10 −12 cm. Interestingly, this estimate is rather close to the value σ x ∼ 10 −11 cm obtained in [22, 23] from completely different considerations, based on the assumption that for all production processes with participation of electrons σ x is dominated by the length of the electron WP.
In Section 3.3 we derived EoMs satisfied by both the coarse grained (coordinate-averaged) and un-averaged neutrino density matrices in vacuum. We have found that these equations essentially coincide, provided that in the un-averaged case the total time derivative is understood as the Liouville operator, with the average group velocity of the WPs of the neutrino mass eigenstates playing the role of the neutrino transport velocity. Thus, modulo this identification, the system is described by a Liouville-type equation despite the fact that neutrinos are described by quantum WPs rather than being considered as classical pointlike particles.
An important feature of the EoMs of the considered neutrino density matrices in vacuum is that these equations contain a damping term, which leads to suppression with time of the offdiagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix in the mass eigenstate basis. This suppression is a consequence of the spatial separation of the WPs of the different neutrino mass eigenstates composing the produced neutrino flavour state. The presence of a term directly describing WP separation in the EoMs of the coordinate-space or coordinate-averaged neutrino density matrices simplifies studies of propagation decoherence, as in this case it is not necessary to explicitly sum over neutrino momentum modes to check if their dephasing occurs at late times.
Equipped with these results, we then studied the EoMs for the density matrices describing neutrino flavour transitions in dense matter and neutrino backgrounds, both in the adiabatic and in the non-adiabatic regimes. We have shown that, just like for vacuum oscillations, in the adiabatic regime the EoM of the neutrino density matrix contains a damping term which describes decoherence by WP separation at late times. However, no such term in general appears in the nonadiabatic regime, and whether or not propagation decoherence occurs depends on the properties of the system. We have considered two specific models of adiabaticity violation -one with strong short-term non-adiabaticity and another with extended non-adiabaticity of an arbitrary strength. For the first model, we found that WP separation does occur, but the degree of decoherence depends on the time elapsed after the short period of adiabaticity violation rather than on the overall time elapsed since neutrino production. For the second model, whether or not WP separation occurs depends on the extent of adiabaticity violation.
The obtained results allow us to give a quantitative interpretation of the well known result [8, 24] that synchronized oscillations that can occur in dense uniform and isotropic neutrino gases are not affected by decoherence effects provided that the neutrino 'self-interaction' parameter µ = √ 2G F n ν is sufficiently large (i.e. the neutrino density is high enough). The interpretation depends on the value of µP 0 relative to the mean 'energy' of the neutrino WP, ω 0 = [∆m 2 /(2p)] 0 , and its mean width in the ω variable, σ ω (recall that P 0 is the initial length of the global flavour spin vector). As is shown in the Appendix, for
we have λ ∼ s 20 ω 0 /(µP 0 ) ≪ 1, i.e. the neutrino system evolves adiabatically. In this case one could in principle expect decoherence by WP separation, which could destroy the synchronized oscillations. This, however, does not happen. Indeed, eq. (A11) means that at the neutrino production time t 0 one has s 2 (t 0 ) ≃ s 20 ω 0 /(µP 0 ) ≪ 1, that is the mixing in medium is suppressed, and the produced neutrino flavour eigenstate coincides with one of the propagation eigenstates. The produced state therefore consists of just one WP, which cannot 'separate with itself'. As a result, no decoherence occurs.
the non-adiabaticity parameter λ is typically large (provided that σ ω ≪ ω 0 , so that from (110) it follows that µP 0 ∼ ω for all ω in the neutrino spectrum). This means that the propagation eigenstates are strongly mixed,s 2 ≃ 1. It then follows from eq. (108) that the WP overlap at late times is the same as it is at t 0 , i.e. no decoherence by WP separation takes place. The reason for this was discussed in Section 3.4.2. Strong mixing between the propagation eigenstates means that they are not physically meaningful quantities, and neither are their group velocities; therefore there is no WP separation. Another way of saying this is that the propagation eigenstates go into each other (shuffle) on a very short time scale τ , which precludes any observable WP separation. Thus, coherence is maintained in that case. If, however, σ ω is comparable to ω 0 , eq. (110) does not guarantee that λ is large for all ω-modes, and partial or full decoherence by WP separation takes place at late times, leading to partial or complete de-synchronization of neutrino oscillations.
It has been shown in [8, 24] that synchronized neutrino oscillations can occur (and so no decoherence by WP separation takes place) also in the limit
In this case λ ∼ s 20 µP 0 /ω 0 ≪ 1, i.e. adiabaticity is good, and mixing at neutrino production essentially coincides with vacuum mixing. Therefore, the initially produced neutrino flavour state is again a nontrivial mixture of different propagation eigenstates, and naively one could expect decoherence by WP separation and loss of synchronization at late times. It is not difficult to understand why this actually does not happen. Eq. (111) means σ ω ≪ ω 0 , so that the neutrino spectrum is practically monochromatic. Therefore, all neutrinos oscillate with essentially the same frequency, i.e. experience synchronized oscillations. 16 The absence of WP separation can also be readily understood at a formal level by considering the off-diagonal elements of the neutrino density matrix. In this case the spectrum shape function f p i ( p), when transformed to the ω-variable, is essentially δ(ω − ω 0 ), and no time averaging should be performed. Therefore, instead of eq. (108) one should use eq. (105) or (104). Good adiabaticity meanss 2 → 0,c 2 → 1, and eq. (105) (or (104)) yields
which up to the phase factor coincides with ρ 12 (t 0 ) = s(t 0 )c(t 0 ).
As shown in the Appendix, with µP 0 decreasing and approaching µ 0 P 0 ∼ σ ω , the nonadiabaticity parameter λ decreases, which leads to partial decoherence by WP separation at late times. For µ ≤ µ 0 adiabaticity becomes perfect (λ = 0). In this regime the in-medium mixing at neutrino production is of the order of the vacuum mixing and therefore in general is not suppressed. Thus, unlike in the case (109), the initially produced neutrino flavour eigenstate is a nontrivial superposition of different propagation eigenstates. At sufficiently large times their WPs fully separate, destroying synchronized neutrino oscillations.
We have addressed only one aspect of late-time decoherence of oscillations in dense neutrino gases -decoherence by WP separation. To this end, we considered a simplified model -a uniform and isotropic gas of neutrinos described by identical WPs. In realistic situations, one should also take into account that the neutrino ensemble contains WPs with different centroid momenta and perform a statistical averaging over this ensemble, which will also contribute to decoherence effects. Our evolution equations for the density matrix will take this into account automatically, provided that by the momentum distribution functions |f ( p)| 2 we understand the overall momentum spectrum (that is, the sum of the spectra of all the individual WPs). Then equations like our eq. (70) (in the adiabatic regime) or (76), (77) (in the general case) will describe the space-time evolution of the system and the loss of coherence in it. In particular, some distance or time (coherence time) after which the coherence is lost can be found. However, they in general cannot be interpreted as 16 One could still expect decoherence to take place in this case, but only at extremely late times ∼ σ the distance or time after which the neutrino WPs separate. Thus, interpretation in terms of WP separation will be lost in this case, or will only be a part of the story.
In conclusion, the results of this paper provide novel analytical tools for describing effects of decoherence by wave packet separation in neutrino oscillations. In particular, in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we have derived effective equations of motion which describe the evolution of a neutrino wave packet as a whole, as opposed to the evolution of its individual momentum modes. These equations could be used, for instance, in simulations of supernova neutrinos to incorporate decoherence effects without the need to simulate a large number of momentum modes.
While this paper was in the stage of the manuscript preparation, the paper [44] appeared, in which, within the wave packet formalism, the Liouville equation for the neutrino density matrix describing neutrino flavour evolution in matter was derived. An extra term in the equation of motion responsible for decoherence due to wave packet separation was obtained and analyzed. However, the nonadiabatic neutrino evolution and the oscillations in neutrino backgrounds were not considered there. Where the results of the present paper and of [44] overlap, they are in agreement with each other. spin vector which is the sum (integral) of the individual flavour spin vectors P ω corresponding to fixed ω:
Here positive and negative ω correspond to neutrinos and antineutrinos, respectively. The terms in ρ ω and H that are proportional to the unit matrix do not affect neutrino evolution and will hereafter be omitted, i.e. we will consider only the traceless parts of ρ ω and H.
The evolution equation for the density matrix (78) yields the following EoM for the individual flavour spin vectors:
i.e. the vectors P ω precess around their corresponding H ω with frequencies H ω ≡ | H ω |. Integrating eq. (A6) over ω, we obtain the EoM for the global flavour spin vector:
From EoMs (A6) and (A7) it follows that the quantities | P ω | and B P are conserved by neutrino evolution.
The flavour content of a given ω-mode is defined by the projection of P ω onto the 3rd axis in flavour space. We will be assuming that all neutrinos are produced at t = 0 in the electron flavour, which means that the initial conditions for P ω and P are P ω (0) = P 0 g ω n 3 , P (0) = P 0 n 3 ,
where g ω is the neutrino spectrum in the ω variable normalized according to dωg ω = 1, and n 3 is the unit vector in the third direction in flavour space. Then | P ω | = P 0 g ω , B P = −c 20 P 0 , and the length of the vector H ω is given by 
spectrum g ω and is of the order of the width of this spectrum σ ω [8, 24] . For µ ≤ µ 0 complete decoherence is achieved at asymptotic (late) times, whereas for µ > µ 0 the system maintains partial or complete coherence at all times. For µ > µ 0 , the late time evolution of the global flavour spin vector P is to a good approximation a simple precession around the vector B with a frequency ω s :
In this regime the length of the vector P is (approximately) conserved; however, it may change significantly at short and intermediate times, before the asymptotic regime sets in. For µ ≫ µ 0 the EoM in (A19) is practically exact, and the asymptotic regime described by this equation sets in immediately at t = 0; the length of the vector P is therefore preserved by neutrino evolution, i.e. P = P 0 . The precession frequency ω s in this case coincides with the spectral average ω 0 ≡ g ω ω dω.
The flavour spin vectors P ω of all the individual modes precess around B with the same frequency ω 0 and in phase with each other, i.e. synchronized oscillations take place.
For µ µ 0 , i.e. µ exceeding µ 0 but not by much, the late-time EoM (A19) is only approximate; the length of the component of P orthogonal to B is actually not exactly conserved, but exhibits small oscillations. Still, averaging over these small oscillations (which leads to eq. (A19)) is a good first approximation. In this case the length of the vector P shrinks during the time period before the asymptotic regime sets in, i.e. the asymptotic value of P satisfies P min < P < P 0 . The existence of a non-zero minimum value P min = c 20 P 0 follows from the conservation of B P . The shrinkage of P is a consequence of partial dephasing of the individual ω-modes. In configurationspace description, it is related to decoherence by WP separation, which, however, is not complete in this case (see Section 3.4.4). The precession frequency ω s is in general different from ω 0 .
For µ ≤ µ 0 , at asymptotically large times the flavour spin vector P aligns with B and its evolution stops. Its length P takes its minimum possible value P = c 20 P 0 , which means complete dephasing of the individual ω-modes, or equivalently complete decoherence by WP separation in configuration space.
Let us now consider late-time evolution of P for µ ≥ µ 0 assuming the EoM in eq. (A19) to be exact. It is not difficult to solve this equation. To fix the initial conditions, we have to specify the value of P = | P |, as well as the direction of the vector P at a given time t 0 . Let us introduce the parameter R describing the length of this vector in the asymptotic regime:
The length of the component of P that is orthogonal to B is then given by 17
Note that the quantity R/s 20 can be considered as the order parameter characterizing decoherence in the system. Indeed, for µ ≫ µ 0 we have P ≃ P 0 and R ≃ s 20 , whereas at the threshold µ = µ 0 we obtain P = P min = c 20 P 0 , R = 0.
which is time-independent. For the non-adiabaticity parameter λ we find
Consider first the limit µP 0 ≫ µ 0 P 0 ∼ σ ω . In this case P → P 0 , R → s 20 , ω s → ω 0 . From eqs. (A28), (A11) and (A9) it then follows that one can neglect c 2φ compared to H ω in eq. (A30) provided that µP 0 ≫ ω or µP 0 ≪ ω. This gives λ ∼ s 20 ω 0 µP 0 /H 2 ω . For µP 0 ≫ ω 0 we have H ω ≈ µP 0 and λ ∼ s 20 ω 0 /(µP 0 ) ≪ 1, whereas for µP 0 ≪ ω 0 we obtain H ω ≈ ω 0 and λ ∼ s 20 µP 0 /ω 0 ≪ 1. Thus, in the limits when µP 0 is vastly different from ω 0 , neutrino evolution is adiabatic. If µP 0 ∼ ω 0 , one cannot in general neglect c 2φ compared to H ω in the denominator in eq. (A30). In this case λ is either ∼ 1 or ≫ 1, i.e. adiabaticity is either moderately or strongly violated.
For µ approaching µ 0 from above, we have R → 0, so that λ → 0, and neutrino evolution at late times is fully adiabatic. The same is also true for µ < µ 0 .
